Effect of contrast on the perception of moving multiple Gabor patterns.
The present study examined the way in which the perception of motion coherency depends on luminance contrast. Pseudo-plaid patterns were presented to subjects who judged whether coherent motion or component motion of the Gabor patterns was perceived. Michelson contrast, eccentricity, spatial separation, and angular separation between two groups of Gabor patches were varied systematically. When the contrast was high, coherent motion perception was dominant in peripheral viewing but not in foveal viewing. When the contrast was low, coherent motion was perceived at all eccentricities. Under low-contrast conditions and with peripheral viewing, coherent motion was perceived over broader spatial areas and at wider angular separations. The contrast dependency of motion coherency can be qualitatively explained in terms of the relative activity of hypothetical local-motion units in area V1 and global-motion units in area MT of the visual cortex.